AGI /ESIC Spring Semester 2022 Seminars

Note: All seminars scheduled via TEAMS from 11 AM – 12 PM (PT)

February 8, 2022

An overview of the key elements of the now titled “Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act”, describing key sections, goals and potential opportunities for the Pacific Northwest.

Carl Imhoff (PNNL) & Angela Becker-Dippmann (PNNL)

TEAMS Meeting

March 29, 2022

“Progress towards Resilience through Data-Driven, Intelligently Designed Control”

Thomas Edgar (PNNL) & Veronica Adetola (PNNL)

TEAMS Meeting

April 26, 2022

To Be Announced Soon

TEAMS Meeting

More information on AGI, https://natlab.wsu.edu/grid/, or for more information on ESIC, https://esic.wsu.edu/

Questions? Linda Howell, AGI Administration and Communications Coordinator, vcea.agi@wsu.edu